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Headteacher’s Welcome

’ve seen some truly stunning lessons this week. With the dark mornings, miserable weather and wet
lunchtimes, it really is uplifting to walk into a classroom and see a teacher absolutely passionate
about their subject, loving teaching and really inspiring their pupils. With lessons that flow seamlessly
at pace, resources that challenge but are so engaging and pupils completely engrossed in the topic, it
just makes you want to sit down, join the class and learn.

Teaching is a demanding role. The level of planning needed to deliver a good lesson, with pace and
challenge, to deliver an hours’ worth of teaching, is considerable. The energy needed to inspire, to
teach a topic like you’ve never taught it before and to make your pupils feel they are joining you on
this voyage of discovery is immense. Even afterwards, the marking awaits and the review of books not only lets
us give feedback, but also informs us where groups or individuals pupils have not understood and where planning
needs to be adapted. Repeat that process for twenty two lessons and the scale of the challenge becomes obvious. It
is, therefore, not only a joy to see such exceptional individuals teaching, but also an insight into how committed they
are to doing the very best job they can for the children they teach.
M r J B ritton
Headteacher

It is quite amazing what a difference a good education can make. Recently one of my former pupils visited school to
present to my current pupils. His offer came as a way of saying thank you, as I had not only been his tutor throughout
school but had also taught him throughout this period. Not only did I teach him, but with other pupils he also
undertook a range of projects with Smith and Nephew, Portakabin and numerous universities. It was, therefore,
wonderful to hear of his current pharmaceutical work with Glaxo Smith Kline and his latest project, overseeing
a multi-million pound project to build a new automated manufacturing plant, to produce the medicines of the
future. His career had taken him to Italy, America and Germany, where he had lived as part of his graduate training
programme. He was also married and overjoyed as he was expecting his first child.
Last week my Sixth Form students also took on a challenge involving Dyson who kindly loaned two of their products
for students to disassemble to enable them to study material science and also to understand manufacture. The
lesson went well, but short of time, students opted to come back later in the day and complete the extension
activities in their own time. As they worked in their study period, it was truly a joy to see their passion, enthusiasm
and determination as my office quickly ended up lost in rather expensive Dyson components which they had
disassembled and were then struggling to put back together.
When you see that spark, that passion in your students, it really is so very rewarding. It is a privilege to be a
Headteacher, but for me, nothing ever matches the joy of teaching. Working with pupils or Sixth Form students
who love your subject, being in your lesson and who under the right circumstances, will flourish and ultimately build
careers and futures based on the teaching they have received. There is something tangible about teaching, but I’m
very grateful to my former pupil, for although I feel my role was minimal, he still took the time to visit and to help me
share our passion for science and engineering with my current students.
I’m never sure you truly ever see your legacy as a teacher, but I am sure for my colleagues, there will be many current
and past pupils who as the end of the year approaches, will hopefully be reflecting on their favourite subject or
remembering their favourite teacher from school.

‘Everything you do should be worthy,
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Headteacher’s
Awards
Year 7
Emily Nevill
Matthew Hempel

Year 8
Woldgate School is proud to be a supporter
of the C ash for Kids Mission Christmas
4 million children live in poverty across the UK. For these families, Christmas
is a luxury they just can’t afford. This year Woldgate School is proud to be a
local drop off point for the Mission Christmas appeal.
The objective of the appeal is to purchase one extra Christmas present and
donate it to the charity. The donated gifts will then be delivered to Viking FM
and distributed among disadvantaged children in this local area, making their
Christmas morning a special one.
Everyone is welcome to get involved, we need new and unwrapped gifts
suitable for children and young people aged 0 – 18 years. Gifts should be
dropped off in the main Reception by Tuesday 11th December.
Thank you
Mr J Stathers

Tom Munro
Evie Brooks
Bradley Towse
Freddie Blight

Year 9
Jessica Feehan
Holly Johnson
Freddie Taylor

Year 10
Ryan Wilcock
Mia K atib

Year 11
Yasmine K atib
Jack Davies

Year 10 Theatre Workshop
Last week our Year 10 GCSE Drama pupils had the fantastic opportunity to take part in a theatre workshop
with She Productions looking at the themes of respect, self respect and consent. Pupils loved the workshop,
gaining lots from the experience of working with professional actors and theatre makers, some incorporating
the material in their own devised performance for assessment.
After the workshop, pupils went to see She Productions’ play ‘It’s Different for Girls’ at the Pocklington Arts
Centre. This was our first theatre visit as a class and the pupils did us proud! Learning how to be a responsible
audience member, drama critic and appreciator of theatre. They loved their evening out and the performance.
I’m thoroughly looking forward to future theatre visits with such great company as our Year 10 pupils. Exam
preparation doesn’t get much better than this!

of great merit, character and value.’

Mrs L Chapman

Friday 7th December
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LOWER SCHOOL

Mr Sloman Writes:

P

upil Planners are central to our Lower School pupils’ organisation
every day, and they are placed on desks ready for use in every
lesson for this reason. Pupils use their Planners to write their
homework instructions, when the work is due to be handed in and they
can ‘tick off’ their homework as it is completed. Highly organised pupils
even write each subject into their Planners in advance each week, to
M r L S loman
H
L
S
remind them of the homework to expect. Planners are also used to
keep track of merits for excellent work and attitude, to keep track of
codes and for both teachers and parents to write notes and encouraging comments.
Planners also serve as a means of direct communication between home and school;
both parents and Form Tutors sign pupil Planners each week to ensure that any notes
are read, praise is given for great work and achievement, and any issues are quickly
identified and looked into.
ead of ower chool

However, Planners are most effective when they are used by pupils to reflect upon
their own learning, experiences and achievements. Each week, our Lower School
pupils are encouraged to reflect upon their previous week in school, celebrate their
achievements, learn from any mistakes and set themselves targets for the week
ahead. In addition, all our Lower School pupils set themselves at least three targets
following their Progress Reviews, and these can be found on pages 27, 29 and 31 of
pupils’ Planners. They then plan carefully how to achieve these goals and reflect on
their achievements at the end of each term. Pupils also use their Planners to reflect
upon their progress in lessons, and note down targets for improvement following
each assessment and test.
School Planners are therefore an essential part of our Lower School pupils’ school
lives and therefore must be brought to school every day. I would like to thank all
parents and Form Tutors for reading and signing our pupils’ Planners every week,
and for ensuring that our Lower School pupils continue to make such effective use of
their Planners.

Lower School
Weekly Awards
Great Merit Awards
Year 7: Frances Hall
Year 8: Corry Thornton
Year 9: James Woodward

Great Character Awards
Year 7: Emily Chantry
Year 8: Freddie Blight
Year 9: Harry Morris

Great Value Awards
Year 7: Frederick Cockerill
Year 8: Meghan Grey
Year 9: Kyle Davies

Form of the Week Award
Year 7: 7ECR
Year 8: 8DRO
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UPPER SCHOOL

O

ur Year 10 pupils will shortly be receiving their first
progress report of the year and it has been a pleasure
to see them settling so well into their GCSE studies.
They are adapting to the more demanding subject content
and beginning to realise that it is more often the quality of
their work that is under scrutiny rather than the quantity.
M s A L ongstaff
Our Year 10 pupils are also starting to think ahead to July
H
U
S
when they will have the opportunity to gain some valuable
work experience and undertake a placement within the local
community and surrounding areas. This valuable opportunity gives our
pupils the chance to experience the world of work whilst developing a real
sense of independence. It is always fantastic to hear just how many of our
former pupils have secured apprenticeships and future employment as a
result of these placements and many of our pupils return into Year 11 with a
clear pla n of what they would like to do in the future.
ead of

pper

chool

Next week sees our Year 11 Parents’ Evening taking place which is a fantastic
opportunity for parents and pupils to have some valuable time with their
subject teachers. Between now and the GCSE exams next year, teachers will
be sharing practical tips for excellent exam techniques, demonstrating good
model answers so that Year 11 pupils can become confident in maximising
the marks they are receiving in each paper. It has been lovely to drop into
lessons this week and see pupils firmly focused on their learning, whilst
conversations outside of the classroom have inevitably turned to discussing
good quality revision for their mock exams in January. I was delighted to
hear that some pupils are forming their own study groups and I look forward
to hearing more about this over the coming weeks!

Key Dates
Autumn Term
2018

5th September- 26th October
5th November - 21st December

Spring Term 2019
7th January - 14th February
25th February - 5th April

Summer Term
2019
23rd April - 24th May
4th June - 19th July

Staff Training
Days
3rd September 2018
4th September 2018
15th February 2019
22nd July 2019
23rd July 2019

Friday 7th December
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Teaching and Learning Focus - Learning in the holidays
M rs C Fox-N icholls
Head of Teaching

W

ith the holidays approaching it doesn't mean that learning has to stop. From family trips, to new
literature or fun in the kitchen, it’s not about following a rigid curriculum but rather discovering
ways to get young minds excited about learning. Here are some fun ideas and resources for
broadening young minds over the break:

Discover the great outdoors Encourage children to move from the sofa. Go for a family walk, explore the beautiful
Wolds countryside, a trip to the coast or soak up the history around York or Beverley.
Get reading and writing Take a trip to the library and stock up on some books. Read a book over the holidays as a family
or spend time listening to your child read. Encourage them to write, it can be something simple like writing thank you
cards for gifts or creating a diary of Christmas 2018 for their memory boxes.
Get cooking So much food is eaten over the Christmas festivities and the preparation can be overwhelming, share the
load by cooking together. It may get messy but think of the fun!
Spend time together Take time out to chat, spending quality time together is the best learning a child can get. The
fast pace of modern day family life can make it easy to forget that simply just spending time with our children is really
important. Our time is one of the greatest gifts we can give them.

Pupil Work Showcase
Miss Meadow's History class have been exploring what life was like in the trenches, and we would like to share this
amazing piece of artwork created by Mirren Davies in Year 9.
Great work Mirren!
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SIXTH FORM COLLEGE

Mrs Lawson Writes:

I
M rs K L awson

Head of S ixth Form

t was with great pleasure and pride that I watched the performance of ‘Shine’ last week. The
production was exceptional, with every member of the cast from soloists to chorus members, giving
their all and having a wonderful time in the process. I firmly believe that these are the experiences
students look back on and remember fondly from their time in school, long after they have left us
and moved onto bigger and better things. For many of our Sixth Form students, being involved in
the musical is embedded into their experience of Woldgate School as they have taken part in these
productions for a number of years. Whether this is their 7th or 1st musical, the students have
approached it with energy, enthusiasm and maturity.

As well as the phenomenal talent on stage, we had Sixth Form students involved in every aspect of this production,
leading and taking full responsibility for their allocated roles. In particular, the backstage team were very impressive
this year, using their initiative and being highly proactive in rehearsals and on show nights. While I was backstage,
supervising pupils in the gym while they waited to go on, I was also struck by the maturity of the Sixth Form students
involved who clearly understood that their conduct would act as an example to younger pupils. Whether they were
a main role or a chorus member, they were encouraging, calm and supportive in their interactions with their fellow
cast members. I could not have been more proud and that is before I begin to describe the talent on stage, which was
phenomenal. So well done to all involved, and especially to those Sixth Form students who were absolutely amazing
from start to finish: Rachel Allanson, Megan Bannister, Harris Bowman, Rebecca Brett, Sophie Burn, Charlie Cahill,
Hannah Child, Evie Elliott, Millie Fisher, Jess Forman, Glen Fox, Aaron Harvey, Chloe Hatch, Polly Hazlerigg, Milly
Jarvis-Stiggants, Abigail Macey, Liam McTigue, Tida Oldfield, Georgia Pickering, Toby Russell, Izzy Sinclair, Megan
Waite.

UCAS
A reminder to all Year 13 students applying to university that the internal deadline for applications has now passed.
We will be holding a UCAS clinic on Wednesday after school (3:35pm – 5pm) in the Sixth Form Study Room for
any students who have missed this deadline and need support in completing their application and
personal statement. With only 15 working days remaining before the UCAS deadline, it is imperative
that students make this their priority to ensure their reference can be completed to the highest
possible standard.
Friday 7th December
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M rs S G eary

Head of Inclusion

T

his week, a number of Year 9 pupils visited York University as part of the Green Apples Scheme
which is an aspiration raising project for pupils at local primary and secondary schools in York.
They met undergraduates and spent the day finding out what it is like to be a student at a Higher
Education establishment.

Green Apples is a collaborative project between the University of York, York St John University, York College and
Askham Bryan. The scheme has been in place since 1998 and its aim is to engage with pupils over an extended period
of time to raise aspirations about higher education.
There are over 50,000 undergraduate courses at over 395 providers in the UK, some of which might be quite surprising:
Fashion bags & accessories at University of the Arts, London; Contemporary Circus and Physical Theatre at Bath
Spa University; Baking Science and Technology at London South Bank University; Surf Science and Technology at
Cornwall College or Equestrian Psychology and Sports Science?
After Christmas, Year 9 pupils will be starting to think about the Options’ process and choosing their GCSE courses.
The key to making good choices is all about getting the right information and being informed. We encourage pupils
to find out what GCSE courses and A levels involve and what they can lead to in the future. Occasionally, pupils
fall into the trap of choosing subjects for the wrong reasons: picking the subject because their friend has picked it;
picking the subject because they like the teacher or because it’s new and they don’t know anything about it.
We work hard with pupils in Year 9 and Year 11 to support them as they take the next steps on their educational
journey.

Attendance, Achievement &
Care Co-Ordinators

Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

Mrs K Milne

Lower School

Upper School

Sixth Form

Attendance

07790 351283

07790 351281

07790 351276

07980 702715
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Woldgate School and Sixth Form College
92 Kilnwick Road
Pocklington
York
YO42 2LL
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Mr S Butcher

A family of schools
with shared values

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College, an Academy, is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership, a charitable company limited by guarantee,
registered in England and Wales with Company Number: 10518602. Registered Office: 92 Kilnwick Road Pocklington, York YO42 2LL.

